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Abstract
In this paper we derive a efficient Monte Carlo approximation for the price of path-dependent deriva-
tives under the multiscale stochastic volatility models of [2]. Using the formulation of this pricing problem
under the functional Itoˆ calculus framework and making use of Greek formulas from Malliavin calculus,
we derive a representation for the first-order approximation of the price of path-dependent derivatives in
the form E[payoff×weight]. The weight is known in closed form and depends only on the group market
parameters arising from the calibration of the multiscale stochastic volatility to the market’s implied
volatility. Moreover, only simulations of the Black–Scholes model is required. We exemplify the method
for a couple path-dependent derivatives.
1 Introduction
The multiscale stochastic volatility models of J.-P. Fouque, G. Papanicolaou, R. Sircar, and K. Sølna are
a powerful approach to reconcile stochastic volatility models and computational tractability of pricing and
calibration; see, for instance, [2].
Currently, there are two main approaches to deal with the pricing of exotic derivatives in this setting.
If the option is path-independent (meaning the payoff depends only on the final value of the spot price)
and closed-form solution is available for the zero-order price (which is the price of the option under Black–
Scholes model), then the first-order correction is readily available by direct computation of certain Greeks
of the zero-order price. In the case of path-dependent payoffs, one would have to rely on numerical solution
of partial differential equations (PDEs). This could be done efficiently, but there are issues nonetheless.
The PDE is usually in two or three dimensions and the algorithm needs to be run for each single option.
Moreover, in order to consider the slow time-scale factor, it is necessary to numerically approximate the
Vega and the Vanna (Delta of the Vega) of the zero-order price.
In this paper, we develop a Monte Carlo method to compute the first-order approximation of any1
path-dependent option. Moreover, the method requires only simulation of the Black–Scholes model and
computation of certain weights related to the Greeks involved in the multiscale correction. Furthermore,
once these quantities are simulated, one might compute the first-order approximation for any contract on
the same asset.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the model and the first-order approxima-
tion under the path-dependent setting. In Section 3 we derive the Monte Carlo approach for path-independent
payoff in order to introduce the main idea, which is developed in detail in Section 4. Finally, we exemplify
the method in Section 5.
2 Multiscale Stochastic Volatility Models
The model, under a risk-neutral measure, can be written as
1As we will see, the method here will deal with any discretely-monitored option, which encapsulate all realistic option payoff.
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dSt = rStdt+ f(Y
ε
t , Z
δ
t )StdWt,
dY εt =
(
1
ε
α(Y εt )−
1√
ε
β(Y εt )Γ1(Y
ε
t , Z
δ
t )
)
dt+
1√
ε
β(Y εt )dW
Y
t ,
dzδt =
(
δc(Zδt )−
√
δg(Zδt )Γ2(Y
ε
t , Z
δ
t )
)
dt+
√
δg(Zδt )dW
Z
t ,
(1)
where (Wt,W
Y
t ,W
Z
t ) is a correlated Q-Brownian motion. Here St denotes the price of the underlying asset
at time t and Y ε and Zδ model, respectively, the fast and slow mean-reverting factors of the asset’s volatility.
The functions Γ1 and Γ2 together completely define the market price of volatility risk and uniquely determine
the risk-neutral measure Q. The usual assumptions are required for the correlations and the functions
f, α, β, c, q,Γ1 and Γ2 as shown in [2]. If T is the typical maturity of options contracts in this market, both
ε and δ should be thought as small parameters in the sense that ε T  1/δ.
The path-dependent derivatives we will consider here are of the form h(xt1 , . . . , xtn) where 0 < t1 < t2 <
· · · < tn = T . Realistically, these are the most general payoffs available in financial markets. These payoffs
are called discretely-monitored, see [6].
For the sake of brevity, we forward the reader to [7] for an introduction to functional Itoˆ calculus and for
its application to pricing under multiscale stochastic volatility. Moreover, we will not use the notation from
functional Itoˆ calculus giving preference to the standard stochastic calculus notation.
From the results presented [7], one may straightforwardly apply them to the discretely-monitored payoffs
and conclude that, for t ∈ [ti, ti+1), the first-order correction is given by
P0(t, x1, . . . , xi, x) = Et,x[e−r(T−t)h(x1, . . . , xi, Xti+1 , . . . , Xtn)],(2)
P ε,δ1 (t, x1, . . . , xi, x) =
∫ ti+1
t
e−r(s−t)Et,x [HP0(s, x1, . . . , xi, Xs)] du(3)
+
n−1∑
j=i+1
∫ tj+1
tj
e−r(s−t)Et,x
[HP0(s, x1, . . . , xi, Xti+1 , . . . , Xtj−1 , Xs)] du,
where the operator H is
H = 2V δ0
∂
∂σ
+ 2V δ1 D1
∂
∂σ
+ V ε3 D1D2 and Dk = x
k ∂
k
∂xk
,(4)
with the derivative Dk always with respect to the last variable of the function. See also Chapter 9 of [2].
We are suppressing the dependence on the slow factor z for simpler notation. Here V δ0 , V
δ
1 and V
ε
3 are small
parameters arising from the multiscale model. Moreover, Et,x is the expectation conditional to Xt = x and
X follows the geometric Brownian motion with volatility σ:
dXs = rXsds+ σXsdWs,
where σ is the effective volatility (the average under the stationary distribution of Y ε).
The goal of this work is to derive a weight piε,δ(t, T ) that depends only on the model (and not on the
payoff h) such that the first-order approximation maybe written as
(P0 + P
ε,δ
1 )(t, x1, . . . , xi, x) = Et,x[e
−r(T−t)h(x1, . . . , xi, Xti+1 , . . . , Xtn)× piε,δ(t, T )].(5)
As we will show, the weight piε,δ(t, T ) will depend only on the market group parameters V δ0 , V
δ
1 , V
ε
3 , σ
and the Brownian motion W . Therefore, in order to estimate the expectation in (5) by Monte Carlo, one
needs to simulate only W and X. It is important to notice that once (Xti+1 , . . . , Xtn) is simulated from the
Black–Scholes model starting at Xt = x, with volatility σ and interest rate r, and pi
ε,δ(t, T ) is computed
using the market group parameters and the Brownian motion used in the simulation of X, we could use
these simulated values to compute the first-order correction of any discretely-monitored (on a subset of
{ti+1, . . . , tn}), path-dependent derivative.
2
3 Derivation for Path-Independent Payoff
In order to introduce the main idea of the article let us consider the simpler case of pricing a derivative with
path-independent payoff h(ST ). As it was shown in [2], P
ε,δ
1 can be written in closed-form depending only
on the Greeks of P0 that compose the operator H. Since our goal is to study more general payoffs that do
not allow for such representations, we will not consider these formulas here. We will take a more general
approach that applies even to path-dependent derivatives as we will see in Section 4.
By Feynman-Kac’s Formula, we may write
P ε,δ1 (t, x) = Et,x
[∫ T
t
e−r(s−t)HP0(s,Xs)ds
]
=
∫ T
t
e−r(s−t)Et,x [HP0(s,Xs)] ds.
Using the weight representation for Greeks that we will specify soon, we will be able write:
HP0(s, y) = e−r(T−s)Es,y
[
h(XT )pi
ε,δ
H (s, T )
]
,
where piε,δH (s, T ) will be known in closed form. Putting these formulas together, we find
P ε,δ1 (t, x) = Et,x
[∫ T
t
e−r(s−t)HP0(s,Xs)ds
]
=
∫ T
t
e−r(s−t)Et,x [HP0(s,Xs)] ds
=
∫ T
t
e−r(s−t)Et,x
[
e−r(T−s)Es,Xs
[
h(XT )pi
ε,δ
H (s, T )
]]
ds
=
∫ T
t
e−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(XT )pi
ε,δ
H (s, T )
]
ds = e−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(XT )
∫ T
t
piε,δH (s, T )ds
]
.
In other words, the first-order approximation can be written as
(P0 + P
ε,δ
1 )(t, x) = e
−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(XT )
(
1 +
∫ T
t
piε,δH (s, T )ds
)]
.
Therefore, the weight
piε,δ(t, T ) = 1 +
∫ T
t
piε,δH (s, T )ds
satisfies Equation (5).
3.1 Derivation of the Weight piε,δ(t, T )
In this section we will compute piε,δ(t, T ) in closed form depending only on the model parameters and the
Brownian motion W . Remember that the underlying model X follows the Black–Scholes dynamics. Hence,
we have available from [3], the following formulas
D2P0(t, x) = e
−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(XT )
1
σ(T − t)
(
(WT −Wt)2
σ(T − t) −
1
σ
− (WT −Wt)
)]
,
∂P0
∂σ
(t, x) = e−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(XT )
(
(WT −Wt)2
σ(T − t) −
1
σ
− (WT −Wt)
)]
,
Hence, we define
piΓ(t, T ) =
1
σ(T − t)
(
(WT −Wt)2
σ(T − t) −
1
σ
− (WT −Wt)
)
,
piσ(t, T ) = σ(T − t)piΓ(t, T ),
3
An additional application of the same argument used to derive the expressions above yields
D1
∂P0
∂σ
(t, x) = e−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(XT )
(
pi∆(t, T )piσ(t, T )− 2
σ
pi∆(t, T ) +
1
σ
)]
,
D1D2P0(t, x) = e
−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(XT )
1
σ(T − t)
(
pi∆(t, T )piσ(t, T )− 2
σ
pi∆(t, T ) +
1
σ
)]
,
where pi∆(t, T ) =
WT−Wt
σ(T−t) . Therefore, if we define
pi∆σ(t, T ) = pi∆(t, T )piσ(t, T )− 2
σ
pi∆(t, T ) +
1
σ
,
we conclude
piε,δH (t, T ) = 2V
δ
0 piσ(t, T ) +
(
2V δ1 + V
ε
3
1
σ(T − t)
)
pi∆σ(t, T ).
Remark 3.1. Formula (5) might be useful even in this simpler setting when P0 is not know in closed-form
and HP0 cannot be computed analytically.
4 Derivation for Path-Dependent Payoff
In this section we will derive the main result of our paper. We will adapt the argument shown in Section
3 for the case of discretely-monitored, path-independent payoffs. We will follow the same structure of the
section above where we first assume the existence of the weight for the operator H to derive the weight for
the first-order approximation. We will then derive this weight of H based on the Malliavin weights of simpler
Greeks.
As we did before, assume for now there exists a weight piε,δH,j such that, for any s ∈ [0, T ),
HP0(s, y1, . . . , yj , y) = e−r(T−s)Es,y
[
h(y1, . . . , yj , Xtj+1 , . . . , Xtn)pi
ε,δ
H,j(s, T )
]
,
where s ∈ [tj , tj+1). Then, from Equation (3),
P ε,δ1 (t, x1, . . . , xi, x) =
∫ ti+1
t
e−r(s−t)Et,x
[
e−r(T−s)Es,Xs
[
h(x1, . . . , xi, Xti+1 , . . . , Xtn)pi
ε,δ
H,i(s, T )
]]
ds
+
n−1∑
j=i+1
∫ tj+1
tj
e−r(s−t)Et,x
[
e−r(T−s)Es,Xs
[
h(x1, . . . , xi, Xti+1 , . . . , Xtn)pi
ε,δ
H,j(s, T )
]]
ds
=
∫ ti+1
t
e−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(x1, . . . , xi, Xti+1 , . . . , Xtn)pi
ε,δ
H,i(s, T )
]
ds
+
n−1∑
j=i+1
∫ tj+1
tj
e−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(x1, . . . , xi, Xti+1 , . . . , Xtn)pi
ε,δ
H,j(s, T )
]
ds
= e−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(x1, . . . , xi, Xti+1 , . . . , Xtn)
(∫ ti+1
t
piε,δH,i(s, T )ds+
n−1∑
j=i+1
∫ tj+1
tj
piε,δH,j(s, T )ds
)]
.
Hence,
(P0 + P
ε,δ
1 )(t, x1, . . . , xi, x)
= e−r(T−t)Et,x
[
h(x1, . . . , xi, Xti+1 , . . . , Xtn)
(
1 +
∫ ti+1
t
piε,δH,i(s, T )ds+
n−1∑
j=i+1
∫ tj+1
tj
piε,δH,j(s, T )ds
)]
.
Therefore, we find that the weight
piε,δ(t, T ) = 1 +
∫ ti+1
t
piε,δH,i(s, T )ds+
n−1∑
j=i+1
∫ tj+1
tj
piε,δH,j(s, T )ds
satisfies Equation (5).
4
4.1 Derivation of the Weight piε,δ(t, T )
A straightforward application of the results in [3] and [1] gives us, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n−1} and s ∈ [tj , tj+1),
D1D2P0(s, y1, . . . , yj , y) = Es,y
[
e−r(T−t)h(y1, . . . , yj , Xtj+1 , . . . , Xtn)pi3,j(s, T )
]
,
∂
∂σ
P0(s, y1, . . . , yj , y) = Es,y
[
e−r(T−t)h(y1, . . . , yj , Xtj+1 , . . . , Xtn)piσ,j(s, T )
]
,
D1
∂
∂σ
P0(s, y1, . . . , yj , y) = Es,y
[
e−r(T−t)h(y1, . . . , yj , Xtj+1 , . . . , Xtn)pi∆σ,j(s, T )
]
,
where
pi3,j(s, T ) = pi
3
∆,j(s, T )− pi2∆,j(s, T )−
1
σ2
(3pi∆,j(s, T )− 1)
∫ T
s
a2(t, u)du,
pi∆,j(s, T ) =
1
σ
∫ T
s
a(s, u)dWu,
piσ,j(s, T ) =
1
σ
−∫ T
s
b(s, u)du+ Fj
∫ tj+1
s
b(s, u)dWu +
n−1∑
k=j+1
Fk
∫ tk+1
tk
b(s, u)dWu
 ,
pi∆σ,j(s, T ) = piσ,j(s, T )pi∆,j(s, T )
− 1
σ2
∫ T
s
b(s, u)dWu + Fj
∫ tj+1
s
a(s, u)b(s, u)du+
n−1∑
k=j+1
Fk
∫ tk+1
tk
a(s, u)b(s, u)du
 ,
Fj = −σ(tj+1 − s) +Wtj+1 −Ws, Fk = −σ(tk+1 − tk) +Wtk+1 −Wtk ,
with ∫ tk
s
a(s, u)du = 1,
∫ tj+1
s
b(s, u)du = 1 and
∫ tk+1
tk
b(s, u)du = 1,
for all k ∈ {j + 1, . . . , n− 1}. Finally, we conclude that
piε,δH,j(s, T ) = 2V
δ
0 piσ,j(s, T ) + 2V
δ
1 pi∆σ,j(s, T ) + V
ε
3 pi3,j(s, T ).
Remark 4.1. We could also consider different payoff types following the different (yet similar) weight
formulas of [6] (weakly path-dependent), [3] (continuous Asian option) and [5] (barrier and lookack options).
Remark 4.2. A simple choice for a and b for each fixed s ∈ [tj , tj+1) is
a(s, u) =
1
tj+1 − s1[s,tj+1](u) and b(s, u) =
1
tj+1 − s1[s,tj+1)(u) +
n−1∑
k=j+1
1
tk+1 − tk 1[tk,tk+1)(u).
Other possibilities could be considered, [4].
4.2 Numerical Implementation
It is very common that tj = j∆t, for some small ∆t (usually one day). In this case and taking t = 0 = t0,
we consider the following approximation
piε,δ(0, T ) = 1 +
n−1∑
j=0
∫ tj+1
tj
piε,δH,j(s, T )ds ≈ 1 +
n−1∑
j=0
piε,δH,j(tj , T )∆t.
5
Using the choices of a and b from Remark 4.2, the weights can be written as
pi∆,j(tj , T ) =
1
σ∆t
∆Wtj+1 ,
pi3,j(tj , T ) = pi
3
∆,j(tj , T )− pi2∆,j(tj , T )−
1
σ2∆t
(3pi∆,j(tj , T )− 1) ,
piσ,j(tj , T ) =
1
σ
−(n− j) + 1
∆t
n−1∑
k=j
Fk∆Wtk+1
 ,
pi∆σ,j(tj , T ) = piσ,j(tj , T )pi∆,j(tj , T )− 1
σ2∆t
(
(WT −Wtj ) + Fj
)
,
Fk = −σ∆t+ ∆Wtk+1 ,
where ∆Wtk+1 = Wtk+1 −Wtk .
5 Numerical Example
In this section, we will exemplify the method developed in this paper. Consider the following discretely-
monitored, path-dependent derivatives:
Asian Call : h(xt1 , . . . , xtn) =
(
1
n
n∑
k=1
xti −K
)+
,
Up-and-Out Call : h(xt1 , . . . , xtn) = (xtn −K)+ 1max{xt1 ,...,xtn}≤H ,
where K is the strike, {ti} are the days of monitoring and T = tn is the maturity. We consider α(y) = m1−y,
c(z) = m2 − z, β(y) =
√
2ν1, g(y) =
√
2ν2, Γ1 = Γ2 = 0 and f(y, z) = σe
y+z. Moreover, we consider the
approximation for the weight piε,δ shown in Section 4.2. Furthermore, we denote by N the number of
Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the expectation in (5). The results are shown in Figure 1. We show
the convergence plot of the Monte Carlo estimator for zero-order price, the first-order correction and the
price under the full model (1) using 106 simulation paths. We see in both cases the correction is a better
approximation of the “true” price.
Notice that one could apply numerical methods to solve the PDE corresponding to the continuous-time
limit of payoff h. However, not just this would be a two-dimensional PDE for the Asian option case, but it
would require to numerically compute the Vega and D1Vega of the zero-order price, since it is not available
in closed-form in both cases.
Param. Value
m1 0.0
m2 0.0
ν1 0.01
ν2 0.01
z 0.0
Param. Value
ρSY -0.5
ρSZ 0.5
ρY Z 0.3
σ 0.2
r 0.02
Param. Value
σ 0.2020
V ε3 −1.8526× 10−5
V δ1 −4.5397× 10−5
V δ0 0.0
S0 100
Param. Value
T 0.5
K 100
H 150
n 100
ti iT/n
N 105
Table 1: Model and Options Parameters.
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Figure 1: Convergence Plot for the Asian option
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Figure 2: Convergence Plot for the Barrier option
6 Conclusion
We have developed a representation for the first-order correction of path-dependent option prices under the
multiscale stochastic volatility model of [2]. This representation is of the form E[payoff×weight], where the
weight depends only on the market group parameters, which are straightforwardly calibrated to the implied
volatility surface. This formula could then be used to price any realistic path-dependent exotic option.
The only numerical method available to compute this first-order correction is numerical methods to solve
PDEs, but it is not available for the generality of payoffs considered here and it would require to overcome
some numerical challenges due to high dimensions and lack of smoothness depending on the pyaoff, see
Chapters 6 and 9 of [2]. The formula developed in this paper does not suffer from any of these drawbacks.
Future research could be carried out in the direction of Remark 4.1. Moreover, one could also consider
different auxiliary functions a and b showed in Section 4.1. Furthermore, one could consider the possibility
of development similar formula for the second-order correction, see [?].
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